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Abstract
Introduction Health-related quality-of-life (HRQL) tests
used in sleep apnea–hypopnea syndrome (SAHS) are
time-consuming, complicating their application in clinical
practice. The objective was to examine the validity and
responsiveness of a simple visual analogical well-being
scale (VAWS) for the clinical use.

Method The subjects proceed from a cohort of SAHS
patients treated with CPAP for 12 weeks. We correlated
the VAWS with other HRQL tests, related clinical and
polysomnographic measures to concurrent and construct
validities. Responsiveness by: (1) comparison of HRQL
tests between before and after treatment and effect size.
(2) Association of the change with treatment between
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VAWS with other HRQL tests and between VAWS with
clinical parameters.
Results At baseline, VAWS correlated with all HRQL tests
but better with functional outcomes in sleep questionnaires
(FOSQ) and European quality-of-life questionnaire (EuroQol)
thermometer. VAWS and FOSQ correlated better with clinical
variables than other HRQL tests. VAWS captures the
magnitude change with treatment similarly to FOSQ but
better than other HRQL tests.
Conclusion VAWS is a very simple test which measures
HRQL in SAHS. It could be a useful tool in clinical
practice, primarily for the responsiveness of treatment.

Keywords CPAP treatment . Sleep apnea syndrome .

Quality of life

Introduction

Sleep apnea–hypopnea syndrome (SAHS) affects between
2% and 4% of the adult population [1], and is characterized
by repetitive obstructions in the upper airway. The
consequences of these repetitive episodes are daytime
sleepiness, tiredness, traffic accidents [2, 3], increased
cardiovascular risk [4–6], and even mortality [7]. Contin-
uous positive airway pressure (CPAP) is the most effective
treatment for patients with symptomatic sleep apnea
syndrome [8, 9].

Most of the consequences of sleep apnea impact directly
on health-related quality of life (HRQL). In fact, a number
of randomized controlled studies have shown impairment in
HRQL and improvement using CPAP in non-specific and
specific questionnaires of HRQL [10–12].

On the other hand, the Epworth sleepiness scale (ESS)
[13] is a test frequently used to evaluate daytime sleepiness
in patients with suspected SAHS and to ascertain response
to CPAP treatment. Although daytime sleepiness is a
cardinal symptom in SAHS patients, its evaluation cannot
surrogate all the dimensions which affect HRQL [14].

The HRQL tests used in SAHS are often long and time-
consuming, which does not facilitate application in clinical
practice. However, there are two exceptions: the EuroQol
thermometer—one of two independent parts of the EuroQol
Test (EQ)—[15], and a verbal analogical scale [16]. These
exceptions are analogical scales that explore the subjective
perception of non-specific HRQL. The EQ thermometer has
been evaluated in some studies involving sleep apnea
patients with conflicting results [10, 17, 18]. The verbal
analogical scale has been assessed in only one short study
with poor results [16].

At least in theory, specific questionnaires for SAHS
could better detect changes in HRQL than non-specific
HRQL [19, 20]. The specific ones have been designed to

evaluate patients with SAHS and they include some queries
related to SAHS, for example sleepiness. Four specific
questionnaires for HRQL have been proposed for the adult
population [21–24] but they are not simple, short and easily
self-administered tests for clinical practice.

We sought to examine the validity and responsiveness of
a new simple self-administered visual analogical well-being
scale (VAWS) in SAHS patients.

Methods

Patients

The subjects belonged to cohort of SAHS patients aged
between 18 and 70 years consecutively recruited from ten
sleep centers where CPAP was indicated [9, 25]. The
exclusion criteria were as follows: psychophysical incapacity
to perform questionnaires, patients with chronic disease
(cancer, chronic pain, renal failure, moderate or severe
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease etc.), drugs or alcohol
addiction, Cheyne–Stokes syndrome, life-threatening SAHS,
patients with previous uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP),
absence of a partner at home, important chronic nasal
obstruction, lack of skill in adjusting the nasal mask and
refusal to participate in the study. Fixed CPAP pressure was
obtained randomly by three different methods of CPAP
titration, by standard polysomnography, by self-adjusted
CPAP device at home and by predicted formula with
domiciliary adjustment. The baseline and CPAP polysomno-
graphic studies were analyzed manually according to
standard criteria [26, 27]. The study was approved by the
ethics committees of the 10 centers. Informed consent was
obtained from all the patients.

Study protocol

The protocol has been previously published [9]. Patients with
suspicion of SAHS were referred for polysomnography.
Those meeting the criteria of CPAP treatment [25] were
randomized in three CPAP titration groups, (standard
polysomnography group, self-adjusted CPAP device group,
and predicted formula group) to determine the fixed CPAP
[9]. In the predicted formula group patient pressure was
initially determined on the basis of a predicted formula and
was adjusted on the second and third controls if snoring or
apneas were observed by the partner. Patient outcomes (ESS,
HRQL test, snoring and apneas observed, secondary effects
and CPAP compliance) were evaluated at baseline and after
12 weeks of CPAP treatment. After this 3-month period of
treatment, patients underwent a second polysomnography
with their fixed CPAP to verify the disappearance of the
respiratory events.
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Outcomes

Visual analogical well-being scale

The VAWS was conceived [9] as a tool for use in clinical
practice. It consists of a 120-mm straight line on which the
patient indicates his or her health status with respect to the
symptoms which were the motive for the consultation (e.g.,
SAHS). The ends of the line indicate the least favorable
and the most favorable well-being status (see Annex 1).
Once the patient marked his/her point, we measured the
distance (in mm) from the least favorable position and
transformed it into percentages. The time employed is less
than 1 min.

Medical outcome survey—short form 36 (SF 36)
[19, 28, 29]

It is a non-specific self-administered questionnaire that
assesses eight dimensions of HRQL: physical functioning,
limitation caused by physical problems, handicap due to
emotional problems, social functioning, mental health,
energy and vitality, pain and general health perception.
These eight items are usually reduced to two, physical and
mental dimensions. Values in the general population are
around 80. Lower scores reflect poorer HRQL.

Functional outcomes in sleep questionnaires [22]

This consists of a 30-item self-report questionnaire designed
to measure the impact of excessive sleepiness on multiple
activities of daily living. It assesses five dimensions: activity
level, vigilance, intimacy and sexual relationships, general
productivity, and social outcomes. Values in the general
population are around 110. Lower scores reflect poorer
HRQL.

European quality-of-life questionnaire—EuroQol 5 D
(EQ 5D) [15]

This is a non-specific self-administered HRQL questionnaire
which measures five areas of health: mobility, self-care, pain/
discomfort, usual activities and anxiety/depression. Values in
the general population are around 85. Lower scores reflect
poorer HRQL.

European quality-of-life questionnaire—EuroQol
thermometer (EQ thermometer) [15]

The EuroQol also adds a linear visual analogical scale to
assess the general health situation (0=the worst imaginable
health to 100=the best imaginable health). Values in the
general population are around 84.

Epworth sleepiness scale [13]

This is a self-administered questionnaire that measures the
likelihood of falling asleep in eight daily situations.

American sleep disorders association sleepiness [30]

Group sleepiness into four categories of intensity according to
interference with daily life (none, mild, moderate, and severe).

Clinical variables Restlessness and snoring in four degrees
of intensity: never, sometimes, frequently and always.

Polysomnographic parameters such as AHI, sleep efficiency,
arousals index, light and deep sleep.

Other additional outcomes measured are shown in
Table 1. These include anthropometric data, questionnaires
concerning personal habits, tobacco smoking, alcohol
intake, drug consumption, education, apneas observed by
the partner, work, number of hours of sleep per night and
forced spirometry [31].

Statistical analysis

We included the entire sample to analyze the validity at
baseline and the evaluative properties (responsiveness). This
sample was also divided into three titration groups (which
were equally effective [9]) to analyze responsiveness after
CPAP treatment.

Characteristics of the patients

At baseline, we compared the clinical and polysomnographic
characteristics between patients who withdrew from the study
and patients who were available for follow-up using t test
(normal distribution) or Kruskal–Wallis tests (non-normal
distribution) for continuous variables and χ2 test for
qualitative variables.

“Ceiling and floor effect”

We analyzed the distribution of scores at baseline to
calculate the percentage of patients with the highest and
the lowest scores.

Test–retest reliability and agreement

At the end of the study, we carried out an additional study
including 81 patients with the same inclusion and exclusion
criteria and protocol as the present one with the same sleep
centers (see Annex 2). Test–retest reliability was analyzed
between a VAWS, achieved at diagnosis time, and another
one 3 weeks later before CPAP treatment, by using
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) [32].
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Validity

Cross-sectional validity at baseline was examined in two
ways: concurrent criterion and construct validities. We
correlated the VAWS with HRQL tests to concurrent
validity and the VAWS with other related clinical and
polysomnographic measures to construct validity.

Evaluative properties

To determine whether the VAWS achieved changes in
HRQL after treatment intervention (responsiveness), the
following analyses were performed:

1. Comparison of the values of the HRQL test before
and after CPAP treatment using the paired t test (or
equivalent non-parametric) and effect size calculation
[29].

2. Determination of the ability to change in patients with
or without adequate CPAP treatment (<2 h/day,
between 2 and 4 h/day, and >4 h/day).

3. Longitudinal validity:

(a) Concurrent: correlation of the changes with
CPAP treatment between the VAWS and HRQL
questionnaires.

(b) Construct: comparison of the change with CPAP
treatment between the VAWS and HRQL tests
with clinical variables. We made variables with
differences before and after treatment in qualita-
tive variables (distributed in 4 degrees of intensity:
never, sometimes, frequently, and always). We
classified the results into four groups of intensity
to achieve a more homogeneous distribution of
change: (a) non improvement or worsening; (b)
light improvement; (c) moderate improvement;
and (d) significant improvement. We compared
the means of the differences in the VAWS and
HRQL tests (dependent variables) with the change
in the 4 groups of intensity using qualitative
variables (factor), by ANOVA (normal distribu-
tion) or Kruskal–Wallis (non-normal distribution).
Statistical significance indicated the presence and
the level of association.

(c) We also measured the improvement in VAWS and
HRQL tests by comparison among percentiles of
Epworth sleepiness scale (ESS) improvement to
determine the level of association. Then, we
compared the improvement in ESS value among
VAWS percentiles to examine the level of im-
provement in VAWS which resulted in significant

Abandoned protocol Completed protocol p value
N=45 N=315

Age, years (mean and SD) 48.6 (10.1) 51.4 (9.7) ns

Gender,

% Men 91.1 88.6 ns

% Women 8.9 11.4 ns

BMI, kg. m−2 (mean and SD) 33.4 (5.3) 33.5 (7.1) ns

Active worker,% 88.6 79.0 ns

Primary school only,% 53.3.1 56.2 ns

Alcohol, g/day (mean and SD) 22.8 (26.3) 24.5 (23.8) ns

Active smoker,% 55.0 40.8 ns

Blood hypertension,% 50.0 57.8 ns

FEV1,% predicted (mean and SD) 94.3 (18.5) 94.4 (18.2) ns

Sleep, hours per night (mean and SD) 6.9 (1.4) 7.0 (1.6) ns

ESS (mean and SD) 15.5 (4.5) 15.7 (3.5) ns

ASDA sleepiness,% of severe 21.4 37.5 ns

Habitual snoring,% 83.7 90.2 ns

Apneas observed,% 46.5 60.1 0.03

AHI (mean and SD) 58.3 (23.0) 62.7 (22.9) ns

Sat O2 below 90%,% 23.4 (23.9) 28.5 (26.7) ns

Sleep efficiency 82.0 (12.8) 78.9 (12.9) ns

Arousals index 50.2/22.4) 56.6 (20.2) ns

Light sleep 74.9 (15.5) 77.6 (12.3) ns

Deep sleep 9.3 (8.9) 8.2 (9.1) ns

Table 1 Clinical and polysom-
nographic characteristics of
patients who abandoned and
completed the study protocol

ESS Epworth sleepiness scale,
ASDA ASDA sleepiness scale,
AHI apnea and hypopnea index
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change in ESS. We initially used one-way
ANOVA. Where appropriate, differences between
individual means were tested using the least
significant difference (SPSS 14.0; SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA). If the variables were not
distributed normally, a non-parametric test was
used (Kruskal–Wallis and Dunn post hoc to
identify differences between individual means).

For the correlation analysis in cross-sectional and longitu-
dinal validity, we applied Pearson's test to determine the
magnitude and direction of the correlation provided that the
continuous variables were normally distributed. Otherwise
Spearman's test was used.

Results

A total of 466 patients were initially evaluated and 106
were excluded for the following reasons: chronic disease 40
(8.6%), severe nasal obstruction 13 (2.8%), refusal to
participate in the study protocol 12 (2.6%), psychophysical
inability to answer the questionnaires, ten (2.1%), absence
of partner at home, ten (2.1%), alcohol addiction, nine
(1.9%), previous UPPP, six (1.3%), lack of skill in adjusting
the nasal mask, five (1.1%), and life-threatening SAHS, one
(0.2%).

Out of 360 patients finally included, 45 (12.5%)
abandoned the study, 18 (5%) did not tolerate the treatment,
eight (2.2%) underwent titration failure, 13 (3.6%) were
lost in the follow-up period, and six (1.7%) were lost other
motives.

The general characteristics of the subjects who aban-
doned and those that completed the study protocol are

shown in Table 1. Only the variable (apneas observed by
the partner) was more frequent in patients who completed
the protocol. The efficacy, use and secondary effects of
CPAP treatment were similar in the CPAP groups in a
previous report [9].

The ceiling and floor effect was low because the
percentage of subjects with a higher score was 1.9% and
the percentage of subjects with a lower score was 0.3%.

Test–retest reliability of the VAWS was good since ICC
was 0.83.

Validity at baseline

The correlations at baseline of the VAWS and HRQL tests
to assess concurrent validity are shown in Table 2. The
VAWS was correlated with all the HRQL tests. The VAWS
correlated better with the EuroQol thermometer and with
the functional outcomes in sleep questionnaires (FOSQ).
Good correlation was observed with FOSQ dimensions
(activity=0.412, vigilance=0.345, general productivity=
0.328, social outcome=0.337; p<0.001) except with intimacy
and sexual relation (0.142; p<0.05). The non-specifics HRQL
tests (except EuroQol Thermometer) had higher correlations
with the FOSQ than with VAWS.

As regards the construct validity (Table 2), higher
correlations were observed between clinical variables with
VAWS and FOSQ than between clinical variables with
other HRQL tests. In contrast to the FOSQ, the VAWS adds
a weak but statistically significant correlation to related
polysomnographic variables (such as sleep efficiency,
arousals index, light and deep sleep). No statistically
significant correlations were observed between the apnea
and hypopnea index with VAWS and HRQL tests.

VAWS FOSQ-G SF36-P SF36-M EQ-5D EQ-T

FOSQ-G 0.402a

SF36-P 0.278a 0.532a

SF36-M 0.315a 0.542a –

EQ-5D 0.292a 0.523a 0.585a 0.488a

EQ-T 0.521a 0.482a 0.513a 0.427a 0.499a –

ESS −0.330a −0.381a −0.242a −0.093 −0.204a −0.097
ASDA −0.291a −0.316a −0.216a −0.132c −0.189b −0.148b

Restlessness −0.373a −0.389a −0.326a −0.361a −0.392a −0.317a

Snoring −0.158b −0.175b −0.096 −0.054 −0.124c −0.088
AHI −0.074 −0.039 −0.01 0.064 −0.010 −0.038
Sleep efficiency 0.132c 0.063 0.067 0.020 0.112c 0.099

Arousals index −0.142c −0.088 −0.069 0.011 −0.047 −0.077
Light sleep −0.131c −0.079 −0.065 0.048 −0.024 −0.080
Deep sleep 0.146b 0.029 0.002 −0.041 −0.016 0.057

Table 2 Correlations at base-
line among VAWS, HRQL tests
and clinical and polysomno-
graphic related variables

FOSQ-G FOSQ global punctua-
tion, SF36-P SF 36 Physical,
SF·&-M SF 36 Mental, EQ-5D
EuroQuol 5D, EQ-T EuroQuol
Thermometer, ESS Epworth
sleepiness scale. ASDA ASDA
sleepiness. AHI apnea and
hypopnea index
a p value <0.001
b p value <0.01
c p value <0.05
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Evaluative properties

The ability of the VAWS to identify changes with CPAP
treatment is shown in Table 3. Statistical improvement after
treatment occurred with the VAWS and HRQL tests but the
magnitude of the change evaluated by the effect size was
higher in the VAWS and the FOSQ. The difference before
and after treatment and effect size in the three CPAP groups
was slightly lower in the self-adjusted group than in the
other two CPAP groups (see “Discussion” section).

The ability of the VAWS and HRQL tests to distinguish
between patients with and without adequate CPAP treatment
is shown in Table 4. In contrast to HRQL tests, the difference
in the VAWS before and after treatment and the effect size
increased progressively according to the treatment use, as it
should be expected (lower values in incorrectly treated,
moderate in partially treated and higher in correctly treated
patients). In this last group, the 95% confidential interval of
the difference between before and after treatment ranges
from 17 to 23.

The analysis to evaluate the longitudinal validity is
shown in Tables 5 and 6 and Fig. 1. The correlations in
rating of change among the VAWS and HRQL tests can be
observed in Table 5. The VAWS correlated better with the
EuroQol thermometer and the FOSQ. Significant correla-
tion was observed with FOSQ dimensions (activity=0.377,
vigilance=0.271, general productivity=0.215, social out-
come=0.242; p<0.001) except with intimacy and sexual
relation (0.117; p<0.05). The non-specifics HRQL tests
(except SF 36 Physical) had similar or lower correlations
with the FOSQ and/than with VAWS.

The change in the VAWS proved to be better
associated than HRQL tests as far as the improvement
in clinical variables was concerned (Table 6). The FOSQ
resembles the VAWS in some variables such as restless-
ness and American sleep disorders association (ASDA)
sleepiness. All HRQL tests improved according to the
improvement in EES percentiles, but specially the FOSQ

and the VAWS (Fig. 1a). Significant improvement in EES
value occurred on comparing the first and second
percentiles of VAWS with a mean of change of 20
between percentiles (Fig. 1b).

Discussion

This study was designed to validate a simple and rapid
well-being test for its use in clinical practice. To our
knowledge, this study about HRQL is one with the largest
number of patients suffering SAHS treated with CPAP. The
main results were as follows:

1. At baseline the VAWS correlated with all the HRQL
tests. The VAWS and the FOSQ correlated more
favorably with clinical variables.

2. The VAWS captured changes in the HRQL with CPAP
treatment in a way similar to the FOSQ but showed an
improvement with respect to the other HRQL tests. The
VAWS showed better ability than HRQL tests to
distinguish between patients with and without adequate
CPAP treatment and VAWS and FOSQ showed the best
association with the improvement in ESS. A change on
20 in VAWS value with treatment can be clinically
relevant.

At baseline the FOSQ had higher correlations than VAWS
with non-specifics HRQL tests, except with EuroQol
Thermometer. The absence of several scores in the VAWS
could explain the lower correlations with some HRQL tests.

The EuroQol Thermometer resembled VAWS at base
line but with worse association to clinical symptoms.
However, the ability to identify changes with CPAP
treatment and to distinguish patients with adequate CPAP
compliance was lower with EuroQol Thermometer than
VAWS. Regarding longitudinal validity, the rating change
with treatment on clinical symptoms was better associated
with VAWS than with EuroQol Thermometer. Supposedly,

Pre-treatment Post-treatment p value Effect size
Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

VAWS 50.8 (22.2) 70.0 (19.7) <0.001 0.87

Standard 48.3 (21.6) 69.6 (21.1) <0.001 0.99

Autoadjusted 55.5 (22.4) 71.1 (18.6) <0.001 0.69

Predicted formula 48.4 (22.0) 69.2 (19.4) <0.001 0.94

FOSQ 88.2 (21.8) 106.4 (15.3) <0.001 0.90

SF 36 physical 44.2 (8.8) 47.2 (7.9) <0.001 0.36

SF 36 mental 46.2 (11.5) 49.9 (10.3) <0.001 0.32

EuroQol 5D 75.0 (19.4) 81.9 (17.5) <0.001 0.35

EuroQol thermometer 64.6 (19.3) 73.8 (15.5) <0.001 0.46

Table 3 Pre and post-treatment
values of VAWS (and three
CPAP treatment groups with
similar efficacy) and HRQL
tests
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the EuroQol Thermometer could detect similar dimensions
of HRQL than the VAWS but perhaps in a more general
facet, since the first assesses well-being for general health
situation and the second according to symptoms of
suspected SAHS.

The intimacy and sexual relationship dimension of the
FOSQ showed a weaker correlation with the VAWS than
other FOSQ dimensions. Other studies have found poor
association with the same dimension in SAHS subjects [22]
and no change with CPAP treatment [33].

Even the highest levels of correlations among tests
observed in the present study were moderate. It is not
surprising because other studies showed similar correlations
levels among HRQL tests and between HRQL tests and
clinical symptoms [26, 29, 33]. Likely, the HRQL tests
detect different dimensions into quality of life.

In the light of the foregoing discussion our large sample
permits the detection of significant correlations to better
characterize the VAWS with respect to HRQL tests. For
instance, in contrast to HRQL tests, the VAWS showed at
baseline weak but significant correlations (and in the

expected direction) with snoring, sleep efficiency, arousals
index and light and deep sleep. This lends support to the
association of the VAWS measurement with SAHS. As
expected according the results of previous studies [16], no
HRQL tests were correlated with the apnea and hypopnea
index. Although there is no clear explanation, it could be
caused by a cognitive function defect or tolerance to the
disease or its symptoms.

The effect size was slightly lower in the autoadjusted
group than in the other two CPAP groups. A probable
explanation was that the baseline values were higher in
autoadjusted compared with the other groups (55±22 in
autoadjusted, 48±22 in both standard and predicted formula
groups; p<0.05) [9].

VAWS specifically measures “well being status”. This
term is semantically different from HRQL but obviously
much related. Since VAWS has only one item is improbable
that it can have the same sensibility to detect multiple
dimensions from HRQL as questionnaires with several
items. Although the significant association pre-treatment
among the VAWS with HRQL questionnaires (specifically

Table 5 Correlations in rating of change among HRQL tests

VAWS FOSQ Global punctuation SF Physical SF Mental EuroQol 5D

FOSQ global punctuation 0.328

SF 36 physical 0.220 0.351

SF mental 0.262 0.284 –

EuroQol 5D 0.252 0.200 0.326 0.157a

EuroQol thermometer 0.458 0.370 0.315 0.213 0.252

a p<0.01, all the rest p<0.001

Table 4 Rating of change in VAWS and HRQL tests in groups of patients with and without adequate CPAP treatment

Incorrectly treateda Partially treatedb Correctly treatedc

N=21 N=56 N=238

Difference (95 CI) Effect size Difference (95 CI) Effect size Difference (95 CI) Effect size

VAWS 13.0 (0.9 to 26.0) 0.60 17.4 (10.2 to 24.6) 0.79 20.2 (16.6 to 23.4) 0.92

FOSQ 17.3 (10.0 to 24.6) 0.85 13.6 (8.7 to 18.5) 0.67 19.6 (17.2 to 22.1) 0.96

SF physical 4.8 (1.0 to 8.0) 0.52 1.3 (-0.5 to 2.9) 0.14 3.4 (2.4 to 4.4) 0.39

SF mental 4.4 (-0.4 to 9.1) 0.37 5.0 (2.4 to 7.6) 0.43 3.3 (2.0 to 4.6) 0.29

EuroQuol 5D 10.6 (2.5 to 18.8) 0.54 7.2 (2.8 to 11.6) 0.37 6.5 (4.4 to 8.7) 0.33

EuroQuol Thermometer 10.9 (1.9 to 19.9) 0.57 7.9 (2.3 to 13.4) 0.39 9.1 (6.9 to 11.4) 0.47

CI confidence interval
a Compliance <2 h/day
b Compliance of 2–4 h/day
c Compliance >4 h/day
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with the FOSQ) suggest that VAWS captures the main
dimensions of HRQL in SAHS, especially about the
responsiveness to CPAP treatment. So, we understand that
the main use of VAWS should be to value the rate of
change with treatment.

EES and VAWS values were associated at baseline and
after improvement with treatment. An interesting question
is whether VAWS could be a viable alternative to EES. Our
study cannot demonstrate this, but VAWS values were
better associated with HRQL tests than EES at baseline and
after treatment response, although Epworth sleepiness scale
probably detects daytime sleepiness better. Therefore, since
VAWS is a quick test (less than a minute), our proposal is to
adopt VAWS in clinical practice to gain additional informa-
tion on HRQL, specifically concerning responsiveness to
CPAP treatment.

One limitation of the present study was the number of
patients excluded. Most of them were excluded because
they did not evaluate HRQL questionnaires to adjust the
sample to patients susceptible of improving in HRQL
with CPAP treatment (exclusion of patients with relevant
chronic diseases) and to obtain correct CPAP treatment.
Another limitation was the restriction of the results for
patients requiring CPAP although this is the most
demanding population of HRQL test for clinical practice.
Finally, having at our disposal a control group without
treatment enabled us to better assess the ability of the
VAWS to distinguish between treated and untreated
patients. However, this could give rise to an ethical
conflict in patients requiring CPAP. Considering the
effect size between groups with adequate CPAP treatment
and the increase in ESS with VAWS percentiles, a
clinically significant improvement with CPAP treatment
can be on 20.

In summary, the VAWS, which is a simple and rapid test,
measures some components of HRQL related to SAHS and
its responsiveness to CPAP treatment. It could therefore
prove to be a useful tool in routine clinical practice,
primarily to assess the change with treatment.
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Annex 1

Visual analogical well-being scale

The patient must choose one point on the line that
corresponds to his or her health-related quality of life
regarding the symptoms for the consultation; in this case
suspected of sleep apnea–hypopnea syndrome.

Question

If the line below expresses the most favorable (on the
right) and the least favorable (on the left) well-being
status with respect to the symptoms which are motive of
the consultation, the question to be answered is the
following: whereabouts on this line do you think you
are?

Most 
favorable 
well-being 

status   

Least 
favorable 
well-being 

status   

Annex 2

Reliability is an important measurement in health-related
quality-of-life tests. In the “original” study this analysis was
not performed.

As a consequence, at the end of the study the same sleep
centers collected 81 new patients subsidiary of CPAP
treatment after complete polysomnography with the same
inclusion and exclusion criteria and protocol than in the
previous study. At the inclusion time and 3 weeks later
(previous to CPAP treatment) a visual analogical well-being
scale (VAWS) was carried out.

Statistically, we firstly compared the new sample (81
patients) with the previous (315 patients) on clinical,
anthropometric and polysomnographic variables using t
test (normal distribution) or Mann–Whitney (non-normal
distribution) for continuous and χ2 for qualitative variables.
Secondly, we analyzed the test–retest reliability between
VAWS measurements by intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC).

Fig. 1 a Improvement of VAWS and HRQL tests according to ESS
percentiles; the level of improvement in the VAWS and the FOSQ was
higher than the other HRQL tests. b Improvement of Epworth
Sleepiness Scale (EES) according to VAWS percentiles; significant
EES improvement occurs between first and second percentiles
suggesting clinical significance

R
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The two samples (original and additional) were similar
because only statistical differences between them were
observed in non relevant variables such as alcohol intake,
active smoker and FEV1 (Table 1). Good ICC (0.83) was
detected between inclusion time and 3-weeks-later measure-
ments of VAWS.
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